VETROSOLE
CLEANING, POLISHING, PROTECTION FOR GLASS AND MIRRORS
EVE CLEAN AND SHINING ANTI-STATIC
NOT FOAMING

Line
HOME LINE

Function
Special detergent and polisher for glass and mirrors always shiny and clean.
The mix of surfactants and antistatic agents ensures the product a fast and immediate action.

Materials
CLEANING AND POLISHING OF GLASS AND MIRRORS

How to use
1) Remove the excess of dirt and incrustation from the surface
2) Spray the product directly onto the glass / mirror and rub by using a microfiber cloth with circular motion
3) With another dry microfiber cloth, wipe the surface to remove any residual and facilitate polishing.

Packaging
750 ml. (with sprayer), 1 L.

Characteristics
• High degreasing power
• High cleaning capacity to dissolve smog and soot particles, to eliminate residuals of insects, to remove small incrustations
• High antistatic capacity to repel dust accumulation
• Absence of foam
• It doesn't leave halos/marks and it is delicately scented
• Suitable indoor and outdoor

Important
BEFORE APPLYING, ALWAYS EFFECT A PRELIMINARY TEST

Industria Chimica General
Via Rep. S. Marino, 8 - 41122 Modena, Italy - Tel. +39 059.450.991/059.450.978 - Fax +39 059.450.615
Stabilimento Generalkoll - Via Uralita, 7 - 44012 Zerbinate di Bondeno - FE, Italy
Web site: www.generalchemical.it